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Fusion Summer Courses begin
Monday, June 19 and end
July 28
Imagine Learning courses start
time may vary, but must be
completed by August 31
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online learning?online learning?online learning?

ImagineImagineImagine
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Same CyberSame CyberSame Cyber
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AP CoursesAP CoursesAP Courses

Fusion Cyber Solutions 
Website

Game Plan for Success
for your district, your students 

and families in the online 
learning platform
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"...looking forward to giving

our student's the opportunity

to take Imagine Learning's

German course."

-Laurel Highlands

"This program has enhanced ourrestorative practices that we havebeen emphasizing this year. Ourstaff and students are utilizing theprogram and we are seeingpositive results in academics,attendance, and behavior."

-Brownsville,on Purpose Prep

"Imagine Learning's SubstituteTeacher option has given ourstudents the opportunity tosuccessfully complete Physics
and Honor Physics."

-Burgettstown

Fusion 
meets

Imagine  Learning
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Congratulations to
Brownsville Area School District

on being named an
Imagine Learning

2023 Imagine Nation School of Excellence,
for their exemplary implementation of
Imagine Learning solutions into their

In-School Suspension program

Words from
the Districts
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A Message from
the Principal/
Supervisor of
Online Learning
Programs 

My name is Lisa Mauro and I am honored to introduce myself as the Principal/Supervisor of our Fusion Cyber
Solutions online learning programs. First and foremost, I would like to thank you for choosing our online
learning program. We understand that education plays a crucial role in shaping young minds and ensuring a
bright future. By embracing the virtual learning environment, you have showcased your dedication to growth,
adaptability, and the pursuit of knowledge.

As we embark on this new academic year, I encourage you to embrace this opportunity with enthusiasm and
an open mind. We are here to guide, inspire, and motivate you every step of the way. Should you have any
questions, concerns, or suggestions, please do not hesitate to reach out to us. Our doors are always open.

Once again, I extend a warm welcome to all students, parents, and guardians of our online learning
program. Together, let us embark on a journey of discovery, growth, and success. I am confident that this
academic year will be filled with achievements, memorable experiences, and the joy of learning.

With warm regards,

Lisa Mauro, M.Ed


